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EM SPECIMENS MUST BE IN VACUUM; 
THEY MUST THEMSELVES BE VERY THIN

• Everything is evacuated to better 
than 10-9 atm
• Reason: electrons are easily 

scattered by matter

• Any scattering, either before or 
after the specimen, degrades the 
quality of the images 

• Typical specimen thicknesses
• < 100 nm thick for most high-

resolution work

• Even < 50 nm, if possible
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HOWEVER! UNSTAINED BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS 
MUST ALWAYS BE HYDRATED

• Protein structure is totally 
dependent on proper hydration –
i.e. being surrounded by water
• The so-called hydrophobic effect is a 

crucial factor in determining protein 
structure

• When you take away water, you also 
take away a major factor that 
determines what the structure will be

• Water immediately evaporates in 
vacuum, however
• Unless solved, this dilemma  would be 

a major show-stopper for high-
resolution biological EM



USING THIN, VITRIFIED SPECIMENS 
IS THE MOST PRACTICAL SOLUTION

• Strategy for making cryo-EM specimens: 
• Prepare very thin aqueous films at high ambient humidity
• Freeze rapidly enough to vitrify the water
• Keep samples frozen (vitrified) in the vacuum of the EM

• Other approaches have been tried, and rejected
• Freeze-drying (lyophilized protein)
• Thin-window liquid-sample holders
• Differentially pumped (windowless) liquid-sample holders

• Thin-window liquid-sample holders are currently being reconsidered
• Based on new technologies (SiN windows; graphene windows)
• Radiation damage is 10X greater in liquid, so don’t be too hopeful ….



WHAT CRYO-EM SPECIMENS 
SOMETIMES LOOK LIKE

• Particles of interest  are 
embedded in a thin sheet of 
vitrified water

• Which is self-supported within 
open holes of a thin carbon film

• This “holey carbon” film is 
supported over ~50 µm openings 

• In a thin, 3 mm diameter metal 
grid

http://www.americanlaboratory.com/914-Application-Notes/154443-Seeing-Molecular-Interactions-of-Large-Complexes-by-Cryo-Electron-Microscopy-at-Atomic-Resolution/



ONE MIGHT EASILY THINK THAT GRID-PREPARATION 
IS ALREADY PERFECT 

The Feb. 15 2019 issue of SCIENCE published 5 high-resolution cryo-EM papers!

γ-secretase with bound fragment of amyloid precursor
Shi lab, Tsinghua, Beijing

Nucleosome transcription;
RNA  pol II + elongation factors
Kurumizaka/Sekine labs, RIKEN

P-glycoprotein
Lochar lab, Zurich

Rescue of  stalled ribosomes 
by circularized tmRNA
Ramakrishnan lab. LMB, 
Cambridge

Postcatalytic splieosome structure
Nagai lab, LMB, Cambridge 



WHAT WE HAD HOPED THAT OUR SPECIMENS LOOKED LIKE 
(BUT WE NOW KNOW THAT THEY NEVER DO)

• Uniform-thickness film of buffer
• Not much thicker than twice the depth of focus at the aimed-for resolution

• 500 Å at a resolution of 3 Å

• Much thinner than the mean-free path for inelastic scattering
• ~2500 Å for 300 keV electrons

• No particles are interacting with the air-water interface
Requires that they all lie in the middle of the buffer, as shown

THIS IS AN UNPHYSICAL PICTURE BECAUSE DIFFUSION CAUSES PARTICLES 

TO COLLIDE WITH THE INTERFACE ~1000 TIMES PER SECOND



THE PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY/THERMODYNAMICS OF 
PROTEINS AT AIR-WATER INTERFACES IS AT 

THE CURRENT FRONTIER OF CRYO-EM RESEARCH

• Unfolding is thermodynamically 
downhill at the air-water interface 
(AWI)
• The thermodynamics of interfaces is not 

the same as that of the bulk

• Molecular-dynamics simulations of 
lysozyme on a hydrophobic surface 
suggest  
• Unfolding occurs in just a few ns 

• The final conformation depends upon 
which face of the protein initially makes 
the deadly touch with the interface

Raffaini G, Ganazzoli F. 
2010.Langmuir
2011.26: 5679-89

Glaeser & Han 2017.  
Biophysics Reports
3: 1-7



IT NOW IS KNOWN THAT PERHAPS 90% OF ALL 
SAMPLES END UP BOUND TO THE AWI

• The consequences of binding to the AWI can 
vary tremendously from one type of protein 
to another
• No harm, no foul 

• In fact, there often is even a favorable increase in the 
number of particles per micrography

• publish in SCIENCE or NATURE, etc.

• No structural harm, but preferred orientation 
prevents proper reconstruction – no paper, either

• No particles are seen in open holes
• Mostly damaged particles are seen in open holes
• Inexplicable aggregation of what was an 

excellent sample in the test tube
Noble AJ, Dandey VP, Wei H, Braschi J, Chase J, et al. 2018. 
Routine single particle cryoEM sample and grid characterization 
by tomography. Elife 7



AS A RESULT, SPECIMEN PREP STILL HAS 
TO BE MADE MORE RELIABLE !

A survey of 6 colleagues1 documented: 

• “On average”, fewer than 1-in-4 new projects 
succeed without making a major effort to 
optimize how the cryo-grids are prepared
• Some even thought that the odds were < 1-in-10

• In typical cases where there optimization 
actually worked, at least 10 strategies were 
tried before grid preparation finally was 
successful

• In an unknown fraction of other cases, the 
situation remained hopeless

• None of the existing optimization 
methods work consistently well for 
different specimens

• Buffer composition (pH etc.)

• Ligands, substrates, inhibitors

• Macromolecular binding partners 
or antibodies

• Chemical cross-linking

• Detergents or other surfactants

• Use continuous carbon or 
graphene oxide substrates

1 Bridget Carragher, Yifan Cheng, Adam Frost, Robert Glaeser, Gabe Lander, 
Eva Nogales, Hongwei Wang  (2019) Journal of Microscopy 276: 39-45



ONE IDEA FOR A MORE RELIABLE APPROACH 
THAT MAY  IMPROVE SAMPLE PREP

• Immobilize particles on a structure-
friendly support film to prevent contact 
with the air-water interface

• CAUTION: the sample still must not 
become too thin
• Dewetting must be avoided

• In addition, this approach does 
nothing to mitigate shearing as the 
buffer is removes, if important

THERE ARE MANY OPTIONS FOR 
STRUCTURE-FRIENDLY SUPPORT FILMS

• Functionalized graphene
• Graphene oxide 

• Aromatic carboxylic acid

• Functionalized carbon films

• Ni-NTA functionalized lipid monolayer

• Streptavidin monolayer crystals 
For mmore about this, see

Han B-G, Watson Z, Cate JHD, Glaeser RM. 2017. 
Monolayer-crystal streptavidin support films 
provide an internal standard of cryo-EM image 
quality. Journal of Structural Biology 200: 307-13



FIRST EXAMPLE
Lahiri I, Xu J, Han BG, Oh J, Wang D, et al. 2019. 3.1 Å structure of yeast RNA polymerase II 

elongation complex stalled at a cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer lesion solved using streptavidin 
affinity grids. Journal of Structural Biology 207: 270-78



SUMMARY: TAKE-HOME POINTS

• Atomic-model structures are routinely obtainable by high-resolution cryo-EM 
• Look, for example, at the Feb. 15 issue of SCIENCE

• Using proteins embedded in vitreous ice provides many benefits
• Objects do not dance around by molecular diffusion during imaging

• Proteins remain in a hydrated, near-native state, even in the vacuum of the EM

• Proteins tolerate 5-10 times more electron exposure than when in liquid water

• Vitrified samples must be very thin, however 
• As a result, proteins can collide with the AWI 1000 times per second before vitrification 

finally happens

• Preventing interaction with the AWI is one of the many areas where improvement is still 
needed

• One direction of current work aims to immobilize particles onto structure-
friendly affinity grids

• Another direction of current work aims for making great improvements in the 
reliability and control of sample thickness

• THIS IS ANOTHER 1-HOUR PRESENTATION!

• The ice should be not much thicker than the particle itself, over the majority of the grid

• And the buffer also must not dewet the immobiloized particles before vitrification


